SHIR DELIGHT
Chanukah Concert 2014
A delightful experience for audience and performers

Rave Review
There is no doubt about
it! The post-concert postmortem email from Mati was
as close to a fabulous review
as it can get. Choir members
were astonished that their
own assessment of the
performance jibed with
Maestro Mati’s. Wow.

Winter Hike
What fun it was to go
over the church parking lot
and through the woods to the
JCC back door! Especially in
dress clothes! And heels! And
long skirts!

Shirahniks outdid themselves
at their winter concert. With
many lively pieces new to their
repertoire they sang with verve
and vigor. Despite the hard to
learn and harder to remember
thousands of Hebrew words, these
wonderful singers delivered the
text clearly. Tempos were in tempo

and pitch was as close as it could
be. The audience was packed with
enthusiastic listeners.. All were
happy to see the Weinflash family
enjoying the concert yet saddened
by the absence of Ruth and
Bernie. In their honor the choir
excelled.

Change of Time
So, it was no big deal to
call and email members of
the audience who thought
the concert was at 1:30 to tell
them it had been moved to
2:30. In fact, if one had no
guests coming it was easy.

SAVE THE DATE! THE CHANUKAH PARTY OF THE CENTURY MIGHT HAPPEN
The entertainment committee of the alto
29th. All those folks out there who love to sing, who
section, in consultation with the foodies
can read music, speak Hebrew and have
of the soprano section, are promoting
shed their diphthongs would be welcome.
the idea of a post-concert Chanukah
And everyone else, too.
party with informal singing and fabulous
On Election Day be sure to vote for this
noshing to be held on the Tuesday after
fabulous idea.
the Chanukah concert. If that date
doesn’t work out there is always Feb.

!
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HYNDA HOSTS
SHIRAH PARTY

CAST
CHANGES
Shirah’s
season
started oﬀ
with more
Marsha and
less Mati in
a surprise
schedule
change. It is
said that kol hatchalot kashot, (all
beginnings are hard) yet it wasn’t
long before the choir adjusted to
“if this is the first Tuesday of the
month it must be Mati”. Though
Marsha and Mati diﬀer in
conducting style, they are both on
the same page musically (except
when they have diﬀerent copies of
the music). As Marsha pointed
out, they have known each other
for 40 years so she has a pretty
good idea what Mati is thinking.
They are both extremely
knowledgeable and talented. Also,
extremely funny.
Accordingly, the Matism
secretary found that she was
writing down bon mots more
frequently than expected on
Marsha nights and consequently
had fallen somewhat behind in her
music mastery. Luckily, there was
Glenn! He whipped the
recalcitrant learners into shape,
which was then furthered by
Marsha’s teaching skills and Mati’s
genius so that the end result was
Mati’s exclamation: You are a great
choir!
Satisfaction was achieved all
around and Shirah looks forward
to continued success with all the
skilled leadership moving them
forward. Halleluyah!

GLENN
When confronted with the
altos and tenors at a
sectional early in the
season, Glenn was possibly
shell shocked. As
individuals wandered in
(late) and out (important
phone calls) he might have
had to overcome the desire
to flee. Instead, he had
them sing Adon Olam’s first page
till perfection was achieved, an
impressive feat. Glenn enjoyed
playing the piano parts in this
piece. Mati enjoyed whistling
along and demanded that the rest
of the choir do the same. (Shirah is
worse at whistling than at
tapping.)

Hilarious
Marsha to sopranos:
“It’s not the tune.”
Hilary: “I’m gonna write
that down. It’s a bitter pill.”
Arline: “Now you can have
empathy.”
Mati: YOU CANNOT BE
RETIRED AND SING IN A
CHOIR
What?????????

Newsletter Staﬀ:
EDITOR

PSYCHOLOGIST HIRED
To determine how to get
rehearsal to start on time with a
full complement of singers, Shirah
administration will be bringing in
an organizational psychologist to
observe the choir over the next
few months.
THE ALTOS
Confronted by the altos, (a
challenging situation for anyone)
Mati declared, “ Altos, you
outnumber all the sections in the
universe.” This is undoubtedly an
exaggeration but there are an
awful lot of them. Choir recruiters
have proselytized amongst those
altos who can sing any note above
high D but these staunch altos will
not give up the opportunity to
sing one note for many measures.

BBN is
well-known
nationally
for her
newsletters
SECRETARY
BBN practices multi-tasking
during rehearsal
with writing and
singing and trying
not to look down.

PHOTOGRAPHER
BBN points and shoots and
perseveres taking photos
despite the
probable
annoyance it
causes but what is
a newsletter
without photos?

MATISMS
The Matism secretary could not believe how
many of these needed to be written down at one
rehearsal. Some were variations on an old theme such
as “You’re sluggish, you need to take the other
medication.” Others fell into the pop culture of past
centuries. “Even Jerry Mahoney didn’t do what you
did. Move your lips!” And “a little less of the Hardy
boys. A little more Vladimir Putin.” “You’re more like
Molly Picon than Arethra Franklin.” There was a
sports reference that was something like “you were
listening to Lew Askindor El Cindar and I got Billy
Crystal.”

Think north!
You made them late and they were going to be
late anyway.
The surprise chord is a surprise to you too,
apparently.
Sounds like you’ve been in the navy for 4 months.
Sopranos, you are supposed to be a little birdie
on a tree; not a Jurassic cholent
You can’t hear in the beginning., they can’t hear
in the middle.

Musical critiques were varied.
Even if using the wrong note it should be a
crescendo.
You are nishtahere nishtathere
The diﬀerence for you between legato and
marcato is like peanut butter.
I hope you’re enjoying your tempo
Tenors, you got older as the phrase went on.
MARSHISMS

Marsha often uses numerical
nuances to convey her pleasure or
displeasure.
Good good good
Oy, stop stop stop
NO NO NO NO NO

These can be enhanced
byYOU MAY NOT! or DON’T!

You’re waiting for me to yell at
you?

Sometimes dire threats follow.
“There are going to be a lot of
dead sopranos Why should you be
dead?”

Physical complaints shared

Then there are the normal
critiques: “You sang ONE
measure. You don’t have to take a
breath.”

“I’m getting emphysema
listening to your over-breathing.”
“Don’t chew the wad so easily.”
“Don’t look at the piano part
to check if the pianist plays the
notes. Right or wrong, you can’t
do anything about it anyway.”

“Sopranos float up to the D,
Marsha loves to start in weird
don’t scoop up and hope you’ll find
places.
“Go back to the B section,
it.”
I mean the A section, no, the C
“Fellas, it’s not bad but it’s not section.” Wouldn’t it be easier to
good.”
start from the beginning?

THE ARCHIVES
Some of the music Shirah uses was found in a ganiza in Goa. Since they were transcribed
by hand long ago, possibly at the beach in the heat of the noonday sun, and then transported
to NJ in the 21st century to be assiduously photocopied numerous times, IT IS HARD TO
READ THEM! Some people are lucky enough to have Finale copies instead.

DEAR ABBY

Dear Dr. Plotznick,
This year I decided to be a good
samaritan (sorry I couldn’t think of a
Jewish word that works as well) and
adopt a Shirah newcomer with the
hope of recruiting a new member. It
didn’t go so well. First, I had to
share my music. Betwixt and
between turning pages, marking the
music and lack of long distance
vision I was not relaxed.

After half an hour newbie said the
strenuousness of the rehearsal was
unexpectedly exhausting. Newbie
was exhausted? I needed a
chiropractor from holding out my
notebook. I asked if newbie had
ever sung in a choir before. I was
astounded to hear yes, in the
original Shirah. Could it be
rehearsals weren’t as intense back
then?

I begged my newbie to return the
next week and not to be
intimidated by being intimidated.
A few rehearsals passed in this
fashion with me encouraging and
empathizing. Eventually I realized
that newbie was leaving rehearsal

earlier and earlier. Then one week
newbie was gone.
By this time I was so behind in
learning the music I was finding
rehearsal stressful! I had failed in
my task and my self-esteem has
been dealt a blow. No good deed
goes unpunished?
Our manager has asked us to
adopt newcomers. I hate to turn
her down so can you advise me
how I could improve my service?
NJ Samaritan

DR. PLOTZNICK ANSWERS

Dear Samaritan,
So sorry for your understandable distress. You seem like a kind person, so don’t blame yourself for your
utter failure to do the impossible. Why would you want to adopt a 50 year old adult with narcolepsy?
Forget about adoption. Your job is to welcome confused and possibly illiterate immigrants to a new
land.
This means teaching them the customs and their new language in a kind but firm way. Share your
music, Yes—but you sit up straight—teaching posture, of course—so if anyone gets a stiﬀ neck, it is
not you. The rules? “You sleep and breathe before you come in and after you leave.” Can’t see the
music? Can’t read it? “Don’t bother. Nobody can read the music. They just look down at the notes and
pretend. After a thousand repetitions you will learn it. Just look down at your lap and pretend that it’s
the notes you know you can’t read, and you will blend in just fine.” When Mati says, “Look up!! Look
up!!” that means you look up at him really fast before you look down again. That makes you practically
a native Shirah-nik. ``Also, make sure to tell them that the custom is to sing loud at the end of a phrase,
and count like third graders, (or like Roy Rogers’ horse Trigger) so they will be just like everyone else.
Oh, and one more thing…after three or four rehearsals, they must bring in some donuts, danish,
cookies and/or a fabulous cake for the group. That is a requirement that entitles them to
naturalization.

He found his glasses!

